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What are the advantages of 
selling options vs buying 
them?

Should I buy or should I sell?



● Theta working for you

● Vega usually working for you

● Probabilities are in your favor

● You have maximum flexibility

What works?



What are the advantages of 
futures options over equity 
options?

Futures vs Equities



● SPAN margining 

● Larger product size

● No earnings reports

● A nearly 24 hour market

● 1256 tax treatment

Advantages of trading Futures



My basic strategy:

Selling and tightly 
managing strangles, 
following a strict set 
of rules.



● Look for products with the most liquidity and reasonable 
volatility.

● Diversify your products as much as possible.
● Sell options with deltas between about .10 - .20 delta.
● Sell options with about 30 - 60 DTE (45 being ideal).
● If you’re completely directionally neutral, tend to sell puts 

with slightly higher deltas than the calls.
● Don’t use more than about 1/3rd of your available margin 

when establishing a position.
● Aside from higher volatility, also look for higher IVR.

Look for an edge!









● Close winners out early.  I generally shoot for about 25% 
of max profit.

● Close all winners and close or roll all losers if they get 
within 15 DTE.

● There are multiple ways to manage trades that go bad.
● Don’t add contracts to a big loser.  Consider shrinking 

size.
● Keep your short options account segregated and know 

that in a complete market meltdown you could blow up.
● Don’t panic.  Know your plan ahead of time and stick to 

it.  

Discipline is the King!



Being on the short side of options 
puts every probability in your favor.

● Your need to be correct is massively 
reduced.   

● The edge is built into selling, just like 
with any insurance product.  And this 
edge over time in normal markets 
will simply snowball in your account.  

However...

● Black swans do happen
● It’s been argued that options models 

are flawed because the market is 
simply too vast and complex for any 
model to take into account all the 
possible outcomes.

Likely outcomes and Black Swans



RESOURCES



● Tastytrade — The best source for statistics regarding short options.

● Options Alpha — A lot of good straight forward advice focusing on short 
options.  There’s a pay service as well, which I haven’t tried.

● Theo Trade — A lot of interesting options strategy advice, often using various 
types of spreads and pairs trades.  

● Nassim Talib — The Black Swan, Anti Fragile — The best person to read if you 
want to completely talk yourself out of ever selling options.  He’s convinced 
(and maybe right) that the market can never properly price an option 
because the intangibles are too infinite, and things like low delta options in 
particular are just time bombs that no one understands the value of.  

Resources
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Notes from the 
presentation



I. Advantages of short options vs long

● Theta is always working for you.   
● In MOST circumstances volatility is working for you, as historically it always overstates.
● Probabilities are always working for you.
● Even when everything goes wrong, you have a lot of flexibility to manage your positions.     



II.   Advantages of futures options over Equity options.

● SPAN margining
● Larger size = less commissions and less homework you need to do.
● No dealing with earnings.
● A nearly 24 hour market only closed on Saturdays.  
● 1256 tax treatment — ie 60% long term cap gains, 40% short term cap gains.   



III.   My go-to options strategy in most markets: 

Selling and managing skewed strangles 

● Look for products with the most liquidity and reasonable volatility.  This tends to give you the most bang for 
your buck as far as BPR is concerned.

● Diversify your products as much as possible.  Outside of crashes and large corrections, it should be very rare 
to have multiple positions going against you at once.  

● Sell deltas between 10 and 20.  This tends to give you the best risk/reward ratio.  
● Sell options between 30 and 60 DTE, with 45 tending to be the “sweet spot”.  
● If you’re completely directionally neutral, tend to sell puts with slightly higher deltas than the calls, as 

historically calls get hit more frequently as both indices and commodities have an upward bias over time.  
● Don’t use more than about 1/3rd of your total account BPR to establish an initial position.  In high vol you 

can use a bit more in low vol you should consider using less.  
● Aside from looking for higher volatility, look for higher IVR.  This shows where a product’s volatility stands 

in relation to where it’s been over the past 90 days.  So in periods of low vol across the board it at least helps 
you make the best of a bad situation, if you’re still open to selling premium.  



● Close out winners early.   Close positions out at aprox. 25% of their yield.   However, if it gets close to that number right away, say 
10% or more in the first day or two, this can also be a good time to close a position and put on a new one.  This tends to be a much 
more efficient use of capital than holding to expiration or even holding to 50%.  You can just look at what you sold an option for divided 
by the DTE to figure out how much the option “should be making” per day.  If it gets way above that it’s a good time to close from a 
capital efficiency standpoint.      

● Close all winners and close or roll all losing positions if they get to within 15 days of expiration.  This is where options are most 
likely to burn you.  Much more management can be done with longer term options.  

● If an options trade goes bad there are multiple ways to manage.  The most conservative is if the price moves to 2 or 3x the credit 
you received just take the loss and reset it as a brand new position with something close to your original deltas.   The higher probability 
but potentially more risky way to manage, is to wait for one side to get breached then roll the winning side up or down, towards the 
current price.  If the trade continues going against you roll the losing side out in time and possibly roll it up or down a bit to give yourself 
some more room, all the while still only trying to collect your original profit target.   In most markets this will save you, but in a longer 
term parabolic move it could prove to be quite painful.  So you have to make this decision  on a case by case basis.  

● Don’t add contracts to a losing trade, if anything, do the opposite and reduce size when things are going against you.  
● Keep your short options in their own trading account and know that in an absolute worst case scenario — ie total market 

meltdown, there’s a chance of blowing up.  If you can’t make peace with that, trade spreads instead.   
● Don’t panic.  Know your game plan going in.  Stick to it.  Know that in every crash, if you were properly sized and diversified in your 

short options and managed the positions reasonably, you would have likely survived to trade another day, even if the drawdowns were 
painful.  As Warren Buffet said, “be scared when others are greedy and greedy when others are scared”.  Equating this to short options; 
sell lightly in low vol and headily in high vol.  Know when the odds are almost certainly on your side, vs when the other shoe could easily 
be ready to drop.   


